**POSITION WANTED**

Individual with three M.S. degrees in Microbiology, Biology, and Plant Physiology seeks employment. Five years of research experience: aquatic toxicology. Dr. Kenneth P.O. Box 8081, Lexington, Kentucky 40533.

**POSITION OPEN**

ADDITIONAL DEPUTY COLLABORATIVE GRANTS PROGRAM. Experience in Cooperative Group studies, grant preparation, grants management, study design and planning essential. Must have a major portion of function. M.B.A. or allied field preferred. Send curriculum vitae to: George R. Prout, Jr., M.D., Chief, Division of Medical General Hospital, Boston, Mass. 02114. We are an Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity.

**NATIONAL COMMISSION ON AIR QUALITY (NCAQ)**

ANALYST. Position available immediately in health and environmental assessment division. Commission is responsible for air quality research and development. Position available 1 July 1980. Starting salary: up to $17,528 per annum, depending on qualifications. Send resume and names of three references to: Dr. Robert Frank, NCAQ, Second Floor, 499 South Capitol Street SW, Washington, D.C. 20003; telephone: 202-245-4415.

Position available: Ph.D. ANALYTICAL BIOCHEMIST in University of Arizona Cancer Center. Correlate various aspects of cancerous and noncancerous test animals with cancerous and noncancerous test animals. Experience should be in the fields of cancer research. Applicant should have a strong background in research, with a Ph.D. in Chemistry. Salary: $17,528. Send resume to: Dr. William G. Tribble, Director of Pathology, The Children’s Hospital, 1056 East 19 Avenue, Denver, Colo. 80218.

**POSITIONS OPEN**

**ANATOMIST**

Applicants are invited for a tenure-track position at the assistant professorship level. Candidates must have a strong fundable research program with medical school teaching, a substantial record of medical and gross anatomy. Salary commensurate with training and experience. Send curriculum vitae and names and addresses of three references to: Dr. E. Bevins, Chairman, Department of Anatomy, Indiana University School of Medicine, 1100 West Michigan Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46202. This is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

**AQUATIC ECOCOLOGIST**

POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATE. The Center for the Study of Zoology (MU) invites applications for a research postdoctoral position in aquatic ecology. Applicants should have exposure and experience in understanding and analyzing data from aquatic and wetland studies. This position is a one-year, renewed appointment, with an emphasis on research. Send curriculum vitae and letter of application to: Dr. J. Reijnders, Professor of Zoology, University of Illinois, Urbana 61801. This is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution.

The Program in Social Ecology, University of California at Irvine, is recruiting an ASSISTANT PROFESSOR (tenure-track) who specializes in the intersection of social and psychological dimensions of human behavior. For information and application: Dr. W. J. Needham, Assistant Professor, Center for the Study of Social Ecology, University of California, Irvine, California 92717. Apply at once, preferably before 1 May 1980.

**POSITION WANTED**

**ACADEMIC**


**BIOMATERIALS/POLYMER CHEMIST**

Ph.D. 1980, polymeric drug delivery system. Seeks postdoctoral position in biomedical or polymeric boxes. Box 111, SCIENCE. X

**FISHERMAN/WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST**

B.S., M.S. 1980. Management, culture, nutrition, pathology of salmonids. Six years of scientific/technical experience including environmental statements, endangered species, evaluation of range, soil, water resources. Desires challenging position in research/development. Will relocate. Box 112, SCIENCE. X

**IMMUNOLOGIST**


**INSTRUMENT SCIENTIST/ MANAGER**

Stifling in large company, needs to work/invest in small, dynamic, red-tape company. Proven ability to develop and market new products, instruments, and ideas. Box 114, SCIENCE. X
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